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10. After confirming the two table halves are locked together, 
retract the supporting legs. To do this, pull on the supporting leg 
knob and retract the supporting leg until it is in the undercarriage. 
Repeat for the opposit side of the table.

1. To level the table tops, place water leveler on the table top and move 
leveling wheels (picture #a) accordingly as well as the leg adjustable 
levelers if needed (picture #b) If there is a gap between table tops, tighten 
or loosen bolt located behind the leveling wheels at the connecting point of 
the two table basses (picture #c)
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1. The table top has 2 pieces. Please put each piece of the table top 
facing down on a clean and flat carton. Please make sure that the 
carton surface is clean to avoid abrasion during asembling.

2. Pull on the supporting leg knob (picture #2a) to unfold the supporting 
leg (picture #2) Push up until you hear click to make sure the leg is 
securely positioned. Repeat steps to unlock the second supporting leg.

3. Pull on the arch-shaped leg knob (picture #3a) to unfold (picture #3). 
Push up until you hear click to make sure the arch-shaped leg is securely 
positioned. Repeat steps to unlock and set up the other arch-shaped leg.
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4. Screw the black adjustable levelers at the end of both arch-shaped 
legs as shown on pictures.

5. Pull up the supporting arch in between the side legs by opening the 
safety pin with red cap (picture #5a)

6. Push the supporting arch on to the bolts on the inside of the 
arch-shaped legs to lock the arch-shaped legs.
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7. Repeat the steps 1-6 for the second half of the table.

8. Turn over both pieces of the table one by one and make sure that the 
table is standing on its legs.

9. To connect the two table halves, move the two tables tightly together, 
press handle (picture #9a), which is located underneath the table top by 
the inside of the arch-leg, towards metal frame to unlock the safety pin 
and release/retract the handle to lock the table bases. Repeat on the 
opposite side of the table. 9a
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